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Profile

✤ Career
1973 born in Nikko, Japan. Graduated from “Musashino Art University” Department of 
Junior College,After worked in IT company. 2000 established the web production 
company “Sonicjam Inc.” Director vice president and chief creative director. Regular work 
is the planning, art directions and photo directions for the website and the advertisement. 
Moreover, taking the photo works in every country in the world.The permanent 
exhibition in the website and the gallery in the world.

✤ Theme of my all works:
“Memorial colors of all the people in the world.”
Many of works theme are “Memorial colors on one’s heart”. Using original digital 
adjustment at all finish work from Film and DSLR. My process made it possible to 
reproduce the memorial colors. Mostly using hi contrast & low chrome, like a 
cinematic.Aiming to give expression that air and impression to the person who sees.

✤ Fukuda Takeyoshi (motake)
Photo Artist & Creative Director
m@motake.com  http://motake.com/

ជីវ$បវត'ិ
)ន+ក-ត./ Tochigiken ./01 ំ1973 +ហ-យ)នប56ប់បរិ59ប័$ត ./សកលវិទ>ល័យសិល?ៈ ./ Musashino។ កBុង01 ំ
2001 )នប+ងE-ត$កុមហ៊ុH Sonicjam Inc ែដលK$កុមហ៊ុន+ធM- វិបNយ ។ ឥឡូវ Chief Creative Director
គឺKTរUរមួយែដលWXYត.Z+ល-គំW[ងផ]ពMផ_យវិបNយ +ហ-យនិងរូបថតN1ៃដទូbំងពិភពWdក។ 

ផ]ពMផ_យរូបeពរបស់$បេទសេផ]ងៗ និងវិបNយ។ 

$បhនបទN1ៃដខ9ុ ំគឺសំ.j.Z+ល-ពណ ៍និង Tររំជួលចិត' (ែដលដក់./កBុងTរចងn)ំ។ 

 eគ+$ច-ន./N1ៃដរបស់ខ9ុ ំចំWoះ$បhនបទែដលbក់ទង.Zនិងពណ ៍./កBុងTរចងnំ។ 

WqយNរ+យ-ងនឹង$តូវបំែលងsK ឌីជីថល អ56ឹង ហMីលឬឌីជីថលមិនគិតេទ Wqយេហតុw +យ-ងនឹងប+ងE-តsKថxីម'ងyទzត។ 

ទិស.jរបស់+យ-ងគឺចង់បU{ញឲ~អBក+ម-ល ./Tររំជួលចិត' N�នeពេពលWHះWqយយកមកបU{ញ។

mailto:m@motake.com
mailto:m@motake.com
http://motake.com
http://motake.com


Theme

✤ The Cambodia that we know in Japan: 
Angkor Wat and the smiling faces of 
children. Elementary schools and remote 
wells built with donations. Civil war, 
refugees and land mines. From such scraps 
of knowledge, we feel mainly pity.

Yet what is peculiar to us is simply natural 
circumstance for them.

We want to wipe away the pity felt by so 
many, and instead let them encounter the 
strength, kindness, sincerity and humanity 
of a fellow Asian people. For these people 
don’t just feel sorry for themselves. They 
yearn for something; they love somebody; 
they have will in the face of an uncertain 
future. They live with a free spirit no 
different to our own.

We want you to see the reality of the people 
living in Cambodia today. To feel directly 
the passion lying deep in their hearts and 
the wonder of their lives. And to make you 
seriously consider the question: just what 
can we do in this world? That is the grand 
theme that runs through this production.

 $បេទសកម�ុKែដលេគ�ចN�ល់ពី$បេទសជប៉ុន។
$)Nទអង�វត' N1មញញឹមរបស់េកxងៗ
អណ'ូងទឹក Ndបឋមសិក_ែដល$តូវ)នកNង+ឡ-ង Wqយជំនួយ។ 

ស�U�មៃផ�កBុង ជនeសខ�ួន  មីន
ចំណុចbំងអស់�ង+ល-និ�យKរួមគឺសំ.j.Z+ល-េសចក'ីWNដេវទH។

ប៉ុែន'�មxរណ៍ែដលពួក+យ-ងដឹង ./ចំណុចbំងអស់�ង+ល- 
គឺ./$បេទសជប៉ុន[ល់ៃថ�េនះ��ន�រមxរណ៍ដូចTរyរzប[ប់�ង+ល-េទ 

ចំWoះពួក�ត ់គឺKN�នeពមួយែដល�ត់ជួប$បទះ�ំងពី+ក-តមកេម�ះ។

ចង់ឲ~បំ)ត់Wnល./�មxរណ៍ែដលគិតwេវទHែដលមនុស]eគ+$ច-ន 

�ន�មxរណ៍wេវទHWqយចង់ឲ~ពួក�ត់ជួបX�ល់./រសKត ិ

eពKមនុស] eពស�ូតបូត eព��ំងT�របស់មនុស]ែដលរស់./�ស៊ីដូច�1។
�ន�មxរណ៍w �នេសរីeពWqយមិនbក់ទងនឹងពួក+យ-ង។ 

�ត់មិនឲ~ខ�ួនរបស់�ត់េវទH +ហ-យ�ត់�នឆន�ះ 

ចំWoះអHគតរបស់�ត់ដូចKTរ$ស�ញ់មនុស]�1ក ់ចង់)នអMីមួយដូចេគ 

+ហ-យ�ត់�ន�មxរណ៍រស់./Wqយ�នេសរីeព 

+ហ-យមិនbក់ទងនឹងពួក+យ-ង។ 

ទទួលN�ល់ពីeពពិត$)កដរបស់$បKជនែខxរ Hេពលបច6ុប?នB 
Wqយចងឲ~�ន�មxរណ ៍យល់ដឹងពីeពពុះកW$oល 

ៃនTររស់./ែដលកប់./កBុង$ទូងរបស់ពួកេគ។
+ហ-យក៏ចង់ឲ~ចំណុចbំងអស់�ង+ល-T�យ.ZKឪTសមួយដ៏សំ�ន់សំ[
ប់Tរគិតដ៏អMីែដល+យ-ង�ចជួយ)នដល់ពិភពWdក។ 

និងK$បhនបទមួយដល់សំ�ន់សំ[ប់N1ៃដេនះ។

* Those pictures contain that quoted from another website.



Synopsis

✤ Siem Reap, the tourist mecca of Cambodia’s 
Angkor ruins. The bike taxis and their 
drivers, familiar to anyone who has visited 
its streets.

A drama, based upon an original novel by 
the same creator, that makes a protagonist 
of one of these drivers that tourists scarcely 
glance at yet who go about their daily lives 
with single-minded determination.

The closed-off past; turmoil at the death of 
loved ones; romance; and what it means to 
live.

This cinematic photo story, comprising over 
100 images, will arouse fresh curiosity, 
imaginings and emotions; a multitude of 
new thoughts stir in the viewer.

Five years in the making from conception to 
realization, from hereon too skills and 
techniques continue to develop and evolve.

�តិTរបស់Nច់�រ�ង 

េខត'yសzម[ប./$បេទសកម�KគឺKទីកែន�ងរមណីq�នេទសចរណ៍$)

Nទអង�រ។ អBកែដល)ន.Z+ដ-រេលង./ទី$បជុំជន 

ពិតK)ន+ឃ-ញម៉ូតូឌុប និងអBក+ប-កបរ។

�រ�ងេនះ$តូវ)នេគប+ងE-ត+ឡ-ងWqយអBក+ប-ក�ក់ស៊ីKតួឯក 

+ហ-យ�នW��ះដូច./កBុង$បWdមWdក ែដលសរេសរអBកនិពន�ខ�ួនឯង 

+ហ-យនិងរួបeព ៃនTររស់$បnំៃថ�របស់ពួក�ត ់ែដលអBក+ដ-រេលង 

មិន)នnប់�មxរណ៍។

អតីតeពែដល)នប56ប ់Tរ$បឈរមុខនិងTរN�ប ់

របស់មនុស]ែដល+យ-ង$ស�ញ ់េសB� និងអត�ន័យៃនTររស់./។

�រ�ងរូបថតែបបកុន Kង100 សន�ឹក KចំHប់�មរណ៍ថx ី

ែដលផ'ល់./Tរគិតពិnរ  Tររំជួលចិត'ឲ~+ក-ន+ឡ-ងមួយកំរិតyទzត។ 

បH�ប់ពី+ម-ល.ZsKTរគិត$)កដមួយែដល$តូវ)នប+ងE-ត+ឡ-ងឲ~+$ប-រ

យៈេពលជិត 5 01ំបH�ប់ពីTរ$គងWHះ និង+ធM-ឲ~sរឹតែត$ប+ស-រ+ឡ-ង

WqយTរប'ូរបេច6កេទស និងTរផ]ពMផ_យ។



Output

✤ Novel
I started to write the novel when did trip after 2 times. The cause is what I encountered Hong whom taxi driver in Siem Reap. I listened about many things of Cambodia. And I 
used him for the leading actor as symbol of Cambodian taxi driver of today. I decided to take a photo works when imagined scenes for the novel. But now, the novel is not yet 
finished...

✤ Picture
At First, I made story boards from story of novel. I asked directly to Hong about the leading actor. A woman actor, I was introduced friend of Visal. I did shoot in Siem Reap at 
10 days. One car, one motorbike, 5 people include a car driver. We moved to some places every day. There is a club that I couldn’t get permission. And there’s a place that 
decided on suddenly. After that, I selected 120 photos with my archives before 5 years.

✤ Movie
I watched the works after finished. I thought the plan. It is to show the works with music. I asked to my friend of musician Isao Yamazaki. He made original songs for scenes. 
After that, I made the data for DVD and Blu-ray package with photo book.

$បWdមWdក
បH�ប់ពី)នទស]H./$សុកែខxរ )នnប់+ផ'-មសរេសរ$បWdមWdកWqយ+ផ'-មពីTរជួបKមួយអBករត់ម៉ូតូឌុប �1ក់W��ះ ហុង ./េខត'yសzម[ប។ 

Wqយ)នNYប់�រ�ងK+$ច-នអំពី�ត ់+ហ-យ)នយក�ត់Kតួអង�តំ ងអBក+ប-កបរ./$សុកែខxរ។ ./េពលេសេសរ�រ�ង$បWdមWdក 

)នសំេរចចិត'គិត$សៃម អំពីឆុត0កK+$ច-ន +ហ-យក៏)នសំេរចចិត'ថតរូប ក៏ប៉ុែន'មិនbន់)នT�យ.ZK$បWdមWdកេទ។ 

.រូបថត
ដំបូង)នប+ងE-តរូបeពWqយគូសWqយកូរល័រ .Z�មNច់�រ�ង។ តួអង�)ន+សB-រសុំWdក ហុង WqយX�ល់។ $សីម៉ូែដល 

ែដល)ន+សB-រមិត'វិNលែដលនូវKប់WHះ។
)នថតចំនួន 10ថ�ៃ ./េខត'yសzម[ប។ �នមួយ�$គ�ងែដល�នមនុស] 5 Hក ់រួមbំង អBក+ប-កបរ)ន.Zកែន�ងេផ]ងៗ។ 

ក�ឹបខ�ះមិន)នអនុ¡តិឲ~ថត +ហ-យកែន�ងថតខ�ះyទzត )នសំេរចចិត'e�មៗ./េពលWHះ។ +ហ-យ)នប+ងE-ត�រ�ង Wqយ+$ប-រូបថត$បែហលK 120 

សន�ឹក Wqយបូកប56ូលរូបថត ែដល)នថតអស់រយៈេពល 501ំ។ 

.កុន
 រូបថតែដល)នថត+ហ-យ./ េពលែដល�ត់)ន+ម-លN1ៃដរបស់�ត ់�ត់ក៏�នគំW[ងបU{ញ�រ�ងKមួយនឹងបទេភ�ង។ )នពិeក_Kមួយនឹង  
Yamazaki ISAO ែដលKមិត'�ងត$នី'ករ។ +ហ-យ)នឲ~�ត់ប+ងE-តបទចy$មzងមួយែដល$តូវនឹងNច់�រ�ង។ �រ�ងេនះ)ន+ធM-.ZKកុនខ� ី
ែដល�នរយៈេពល 15Hទី។ )ន+ធM-ទិនBន័យ ប56ូល.ZកBុងឌីវីឌ ីនិង Blu-ray Wqយqក់ប56ូលនិងក$មង +ហ-យ)ន+ធM-Kក56ប់។



Promotion
✤ Website & blog

I made the works. After that I made a website of works information and sales, blog 
for news.

Youtube & Vimeo
I re-edited the movie for Youtube and Vimeo. And I uploaded it. Almost all the 
views are over 5,000 times. I promoted the movie a little, and I think so good views. 

Facebook
I made Facebook page of the works. Many people of the world knew this works 
from keyword of “Cambodia”. And I got opportunities of exhibition in Hawaii and 
some places in Japan. I exhibited at Waikiki, Tokyo, Nagano (Japan), Siem Reap and 
Phnom Penh on CIFF. And, I am selling the DVD for people of the world by using 
Facebook Ads. I got 13,284,804 impressions by Facebook Ads in 10 months. 
Actually, sales performance are no good. But, I’m glad that many people watch and 
know my works. And I was given connections of Cambodian people on Facebook. 
Now I can exchange opinions from it. 

Website & blog
ដំបូងបH�ប់ពី+យ-ង)នប+ងE-តN1ៃដ+ហ-យ ខ9ុំ)នប+ងE-តវិបNយសំ[ប់លក ់និងបU{ញN1ៃដ +ហ-យនិង)នប+ងE-ត 

blog សំ[ប់ព័ត៍�ន។
Youtube & Vimeo 
ខ9ុំ)នប+ងE-តN1ៃដរបស់ខ9ុំែដល)នបំែលងសំ[ប ់Youtube & Vimeo 

N1ៃដរបស់ខ9ុំ$តូវ)នេគ+ម-ល[ប់oន់ដងWqយNរែត+យ-ងមិនសូវ)នផ]ពMផ_យ ដូេចBះខ9ុំគិតwតួេលខេនះ ល¢។
Facebook
ខ9ុំ)នប+ងE-ត Facebook សំ[ប់អBក+ប-កបរ�ក់ស៊ីែខxរ។ +ហ-យsKឪTសមួយែដលឲ~មនុស]+ល-ពិភពWdក 

ទទួលN�ល់ពីN1ៃដេនះ Wqយយកoក~កម�ុKKoក~W�ល។ 

)នយក.Zពិពណ៍./កែន�ងេផ]ងៗ ./$បេទសជប៉ុន Waikiki – Hawaii ។ មកដល់េពលេនះ)ន+ធM-ពិពណ៍./ 

Waikiki ./ភBំេពញ yសzម[ប Nagano Tokyo។ +ហ-យ)នលក ់ឌីវីឌ ីទូbំងពិភពWdក Wqយ+$ប- Facebook 
adv $បែហលK10ែខេនះTរផ]ពMផ_យ ទទួល)នTរnប់�មxរណ ៍ពីអBក+ម-លចំនួន 13,284,804 Hក ់

WbះបីK+ម-ល+$ច-នែបបWHះក៏Wqយ ក៏លក់មិនសូវqច់េទ។ 

ក៏ប៉ុែន'ខ9ុំសប£យចិត'WqយNរN1ៃដរបស់ខ9ុំ$តូវ)នេគ+ម-លទូbំងពិភពWdក។ WqយNរ  Facebook 

$បKពលរដ¤កម�ុK�ចX�ស់ប'ូរពត័�ន�1)ន bក់ទង�1)ន ខ9ុំ+$ប-s.Z �នeពUយ$សួល។ 

Facebook Page Main Website Vimeo channel

YoutubeBlog



Using tools

✤ Camera
✤ Canon EOS-1Ds Mark II - tough!

EF 24-70mm F2.8L / EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS USM - responsive!

✤ Output Device
✤ EPSON PX-G5000 (Printer) - clear color and resolution!

✤ Software
- I can use easily Adobe software because my regular work is creative direction for website and ads.

✤ For Photo control
Adobe Lightroom / Photoshop

✤ For Designing
Photoshop / Illustrator

✤ For Authoring
After Effects / Premiere / Encore / Dreamweaver

* Those pictures are quoted from another website.



Theme of the table talk

1. A aim of works by photograph and movie.
Almost all the famous works have a creative aim and originally theme.
What do you make a theme and aim, if you will make a works?

✤ 　・Why?

✤ 　・Who?

✤ 　・How?

2. What do you think how about you want show 
your works for many people?

W�លបំណងៃនTរបU{ញរូបeព និងរូបថត 

TរបU{ញរបស់eពយន' ឯកNរនិងសិល?ះ Wqយ�នរូបថត រូបeព 

ែដល�នW�លបំណង+$ច-ន ក៏ប៉ុែន' +ត-អBកប+ងE-តចង់សំ.j.Z+ល-អM?ី
.

 េហតុអM?ី

.នរ េគ?

.រyបzប ?

+ត-អBកគិត�៉ងដូចេម'ច+ដ-ម?ីឲ~េគ+ម-ល N1ៃដរបស់អBក?


